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Upcoming Events 

the 

Wisconsin 
Dells 

Fun Facts 
This time we decided to have a bit of 
fun in asking the Dells LT members 
what superpower they would like to 
have. Here is what they said: 
 
Sarah 
 

All Healing 
 Casie  UV Protection in Cells 

Lauren  Videographic Memory 
Tammy  Time Control 
Matt B. Shapechanger 
Ben  Telepathy 
Chelsea Jigglypuff Power 
Laura Infinite Memory 
Sara Size Transformation 
Anna Glowing Fingers 
Joy Spiderwoman 
Cody Turn into Steel 
Holly Super Speed 
Luke Super Flight (Mach 10) 
Sam “The Laser” 
Jon Teleportation 
Matt O. Condor Wings 
Jim Hair Growth Control 
Heather Loving Animal Summoner 
Jenny Flying 
Emily R. Omni-lingual 
Emily S. Omni-lingual 
Rex The Force 
Daniel Intangibility 
Nikolai Indestructible Digestion 
Tom Epic Beard Growth 
Andrew Paul Johnson 
Jeff Rock Transformation 
Alex Shapechanger 
Hannah Animal Affinity 
Lindsay Underwater Breathing 
Hilary  Photographic Memory 
Pandy Flying Panda Bear 
Taylor Empathy 

 

Handing off the Baton 
After six weeks of the program with Tom Biang, the baton of 
leadership is now being handed off to Luke Anderson, brother 
from Stonebrook Community Church. Although the baton is 
being handed off, Luke said that the schedule and events will 
probably stick to the same as Tom has started with. 

“I think we have an awesome group of people here who respect 
authority regardless of who’s in power and its pretty amazing,” 
Tom said. “Plus Luke is the manliest man that’s been here this  

4th of July BBQ 
July 5th 

Weekly Cookout 
July 8th 
Outreach cookout 
at the Rainbow 
Motel! Come and 
hang with our 
neighbors. 

The Caters 
July 9th 
Mike Cater is 
coming to talk to 
us about some-
thing… probably 
India! 

We are celebrating 
the 4th of July on 
Friday evening 
with a BBQ! 
Location: TBA 
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The Process: 
Teachings & 

Jobs 
Every week we have speakers come in to give us knowledge on 

how to excel in our relationship with God as well as getting 
helpful hints on evangelizing with the non-believers.   

With great speakers, such as Dan Wolfe, Chris Biang, and Tim 
Borseth, who have already visited us, it is hard not to be growing 
in our relationship with God along with learning new and 
amazing concepts and ideals on how to share the Gospel with 
lost souls. Everyone has had some kind of experience in their 
walk, whether that be emotionally, physically, or spiritually, 
God has spoken to everyone here at the Wisconsin Dells. 

Weather!!! 

With the weather in the Wisconsin 
Dells are being a bit on the cooler 
side, it has been a challenge and 
experience to work in the not-so-
average weather in the Wisconsin 
Dells for the month of June. 
 
The average high for the 
Wisconsin Dells in the Month of 
June was 75 °F with the first week 
being an average high of 66 °F. 
Out of the month of June, 23 days 
of the 30 were either cloudy skies 
or rainy days, which makes it a 
very wet month with 8.32 in. of 
rain compared to an average of 4.7 
in.  
 
Although it has been a rainy start, 
God has still provided lots of 
opportunities to work through the 
slippery slopes and be a light even 
in the darkest days. 

summer, and it’s hard not to respect him. So you guys are in good hands.” 

Luke said that it has already been a challenge to be at the Wisconsin Dells and it has been a bit 
overwhelming but in a good way. “I am supremely confident that it’s going to be awesome just 
because [they’re] a great group of saints, and I trust that God is going to bless. 

There has already had some input from Luke in ideas for events 
throughout the week like coming up with Cookout Mondays. 
This is where we spend our Monday nights at the Rainbow 
Motel and grill. We invite coworkers, neighbors, and other 

friends that we have interacted with to join us and 
build into.  

“Interesting” 

Luke has put a distinct ideal 
behind the scheduling of 
events before changing 
anything. “If I’m going to 
change anything, it’s only because I think it could help grow or 
challenge or instant need at the moment for the group to grow 
together towards God.” 

Tom left with a resounding goodbye, “Now personally it’s been 
amazing and I don’t want to go home right now, but I’m 
constrained by the Holy Spirit to move forward.” 
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Jim Walter, brother from Vintage Faith, shared about his experience about being more intentional 
with his relationship with God by getting up in the morning and reading the Word as his first priority 
of the day. “I’ve been trying to apply that to my life and it hasn’t always happened but it’s 
happened more this summer,” Jim said. “It’s been really good to have God on 
my mind from the beginning of the morning and just to see how 
my day is drastically different than the days that I don’t get up 
and not turn towards God first thing in the morning.” Some have 
had the exact experience like Jim but others have different 
experiences as well when it comes to the heart. 

Casie Christensen, sister from Stonebrook Community Church, 
explained the time with Tim Borseth came to speak 

about the “scientific evidence” and how it 
all comes down to faith, which comes from the heart. “I liked how 
he said play upon the heart,” Casie said. “Even today we were 
talking about the heart issue of things … but I think it was also good 
that Tim explained some of those scientific things that some people 
really need to know because they are so logically minded.”  

One major aspect that we want to try to make sure that we are doing 
is making God be our lifestyle, in our everyday life, especially in our 
work schedules because God has provided those jobs for a specific 
purpose. 

Emily Shephard, sister from Grace – Purdue, shared how God 
provided her with a new fire and two jobs this summer. “I can 
definitely see that I’m there for a reason and there’s people that 

I’m reaching out to and I have developed a heart of compassion 
for,” Emily said. She explained further how everyone is aware that she is a person 

who follows God. “I think it’s definitely improved [me], because it keeps me accountable at work for 
my actions and my attitudes and my work ethic.” 

Another thing that some have said is that we want to have a different culture that is based upon what 
God sees is right and acceptable rather than our selfish desires within our flesh. Andrew Bovenmyer, 
brother from Stonebrook Community Church, shed some light upon that aspect of how outreaching 
to people isn’t “scary” anymore because we are in a different culture. 

“When you don’t live in a outreach culture, outreach is a 
chore, a burden, and is a lot of work,” Andrew said. “When you 
live in a culture that every single night people come and say ‘I 
got to share the Gospel!’ … That culture is extremely convicting.” 


